
TEAM RELAY RACES
Focus: Cardio

Suggested work out:
Pulse raiser for approximately 5 minutes. Start with light walking and skipping before

increasing the speed.  Either take each station at at time with everyone involved
or have two teams race in each station and rotate. Finish with pulse lowering jogging,

loose skipping and walking followed by stretches. Up to 2 minutes per station.

Year 3/4 WEEK 10

RING CHASE 

Teams stand in a circle and link arms,
they must move around their cone to
defend their teams bib which will be

hanging from the back of one player’s
shorts. A nominated child from each
team will be given another teams bib

to try and catch. 
Winning team is the one that catches

a bib first. 

DUCK AND BEAR 

Perform duck walks to 1st cone,
bear crawl to 2nd cone, run back

to the start.
Next person can go when the duck

walk has been completed. 

First team to have everyone
back at the start wins. 

OVER UNDER PASS

Ball must go over and under alternately
down the line, person at the end runs

to the front and starts again.

First team to have everyone sat
back in their starting order wins.

LADDER BALL

Quick feet putting 2 feet in each part of
the ladder, players must pass tennis

ball to next player before they can start
their turn. Start with one tennis ball and

add in another so the relay moves quicker 
First team to have everyone sat
back in their starting order wins.

STRAIGHT ARM PLANK PASS

Circle game – straight arm plank – pass
the ball from left hand to right hand then

on to the next person.
First team to complete a full circle wins.
Add in more tennis balls to make harder.

CROSS THE RIVER 

Each team races to get to the other side
of the hall. Teams are only allowed
to travel across the hall using the
equipment they have been given

(gym mats/skipping rope/markers etc).
If any of the pupils step off or outside

of their equipment the whole team
returns to the start and starts over. 

First team across wins.
EQUIPMENT:
Stopwatch / whistle / bench / cones / skipping rope / speed bounce / gym mats / agility ladder / bibs













Ring chase

One

DO
In a small square have a bib in the back of one persons’ shorts. 
They need to move around trying to ensure that the bib isn’t taken
by their partner. 

YOU CAN NOT MAKE CONTACT WITH YOUR PARTNER OR FEND THEM OFF.  

Have good balance with your feet shoulder width apart, stand on the
balls of your feet and take a low position to have a stable centre
of gravity. 

 


